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It’s time again for the South
African Sugar Technologists’
Association Congress – whew,
seems like just the other day
we were reporting on last year’s
deliberations. Where do the days
and months go?
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Precise
Pest
Control

Bronwyn Williams, a Trend Translator and Future
Finance Specialist at Flux Trends in Johannesburg,
will address delegates on The Business of Disruption
and the fourth industrial revolution, taking into account
how artificial intelligence, digitisation, social media
and virtual reality are disrupting society and, more
importantly, the production of food.

Using benchmarking will not only make our farmers more
cost efficient, but provide valuable information that can be
used for improved forecasting and leadership decisions.
Producing sugarcane in South Africa is a tough business
at the moment, but our farmers and millers are resilient,
and the young, smart and passionate people who are
now coming into the sector are more than up to the job.
In this edition of Shukela we highlight a cross section
of the industry’s extraordinary women and men, some
young and some not so young, but regardless, they are
leading the way.
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Today – against a backdrop of tremendous upheaval
resulting in a split in the membership of SA Canegrowers
and the emergence of the SA Farmers Development
Association, the continued flood of cheap sugar
imports into the country and the adoption of the Health
Promotions Levy among other added challenges – the
theme for this year’s congress is again appropriate.

SA Canegrowers has adopted and is now expanding
its agri-benchmarking model sites to sugarcane farms
on the KwaZulu-Natal south coast all the way north to
Mpumalanga. The data collected on these farms will
be used to measure and compare the efficiency of
sugarcane production in this region against global best
practice.

Farm Focus March 2018

Water
Planning
Crucial
For SA
Economy

The research and development of a drought-resistant
genetically modified cane was an appropriate theme
as the impact of at least three years of failed harvests
were still being felt.

Yes, there are challenges, but there are also solutions
and the future of the sugar industry looks bright, if not
a little different from what we might all expect.
3

AGri-BenChmArkinG
VitAl For ProsPerity
of sA sugar industry
An agri-benchmarking model is being introduced to all of South
Africa’s major sugar growing regions as the industry grapples with
the challenge of staying internationally price competitive.
Article and images
Colleen Dardagan

SA Canegrowers says that expanding its
recently introduced agri-benchmarking
model as a measure of the effectiveness
of sugarcane production in South Africa
compared to global competitors, is an
absolute necessity if the sector is to
remain sustainable.
In a response to the raft of challenges
facing the country’s sugarcane growers,
SA Canegrowers Economic Research
Manager Richard Nicholson said the
grower association was now expanding
its agri-benchmarking model to the cane
production regions of the KwaZulu-Natal
(KZN) south coast, the KZN Midlands,
Zululand and Mpumalanga.
An established data collection and
analysis model already exists on the KZN
north coast.
Nicholson, who recently returned from
the annual agri-benchmark Cash Crop
Conference in Beijing, China, says
evaluating South Africa’s domestic
farm production systems and the
cost effectiveness of that production
system – or benchmarking – against the
efficiencies of farms in Brazil or Thailand
to keep domestic operations abreast of
global best practice, was an imperative
if the industry wanted to remain costcompetitive with the best in the world.
He said being a member of the
international agri-benchmark network
meant ensuring the industry could
produce credible data when lobbying
government and would enable
4

“Benchmarking helps
to identify strengths
and weaknesses in
a farm, a region or a
system by comparing
own performance
with that of the
others in the cohort.
By analysing others’
strengths it is possible
to understand why
they are successful.”
Giles Blatchford
empowered and informed decisions by
the industry’s leadership in protecting
the future of the sector.
“We can also run scenarios based on
various shocks we can apply to the
farming systems such as an increase
in fuel, or increase in wage costs, etc.
That means not only can we provide
our growers with farm-level benchmarks
to work with, but provide evidence
our industry leadership can use to
make decisions that improve grower
sustainability at farm level,” he said.
Agri-benchmark – a global non-profit
network of agricultural economists – is
coordinated by the Federal German
Thünen Institute and non-profit company
global networks. Their aim is to generate

and disseminate reliable and usable
analysis on major trends in global
production for decision makers.
In explaining agri-benchmarking as an
effective cost and production analysis
tool, Giles Blatchford of agri-benchmark
and global networks said there was no
other data base of farm costings that
standardised farm financials and farm
performance across different countries.
He said using other data sources did
not really allow for adequate data
comparisons without considerable effort
in adjusting and levelling figures to get
realistic comparisons of “apples with
apples”.
“Benchmarking helps to identify
strengths and weaknesses in a farm, a
region or a system by comparing own
performance with that of the others
in the cohort. By analysing others’
strengths it is possible to understand
why they are successful. Often this is
due to environmental conditions that
cannot be altered, but competitive
strengths are sometimes the result
of management systems or practice
which can be adapted and imported,”
Blatchford said.
Participation in the research network
gave advisors and researchers the tools
to face challenges in agriculture around
the world.
Nicholson said despite South Africa’s
sugar industry constantly being within
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Intensive seed potato production at a private company in Zhangjiakou, Hebei Province, China.

the top 20 of the 120 most cost efficient
producing nations in the world, agribenchmarking was an analysis tool that
could give the industry more than just
a leg-up.
“Rather than just comparing costs yearon-year, this tool is designed to evaluate
the farm’s production system and the
cost effectiveness of that system. And
because the method is used globally
we can compare South African farming
systems to others around the world.”
He said despite the obvious differences
between sugar-producing countries such
as Brazil and Thailand, for example, by
using the same methodology of data
collection and analysis it was possible to
compare the same crops in the different
regions while looking at the differences
as well.
SASTA CONGRESS AUGUST 2018

“Major variables that contribute to cost
effectiveness are land and labour costs,
as well as the type of production system
where either efficient or inefficient use
of resources may cause a farm to be
inefficient,” he said.
Nicholson said he had learned from the
agri-benchmarking network conferences
he attended that farmers around the
world were dealing with similar issues
to those in South Africa. But he added
that some were better off than others,
particularly those in Europe, America
and China, where the governments
supplied substantial subsidies to their
agriculture sectors.
Also the consolidation of land was an
obvious global trend as farmers looked
to improve cost and profit margins by
improving their economies of scale.

“Consolidation is happening in various
formats. In eastern Europe, farm
companies are leasing land from
smallholders in villages and consolidating
the land. In Asia, and we saw this in
China, farm companies are leasing
smallholder land or they have a massive
drive to pool land into cooperatives to run
land as larger units. In South Africa, we
are seeing the opposite as lower numbers
of commercial growers are now buying
up neighbour’s land or leasing more land
to gain economies of scale,” he said.
Climate risk was another threat to
effective production which, Nicholson
said, had yet to appear as a factor
affecting decision making in South
Africa’s sugarcane growing sector. A drive
to get the small-scale growing sector to
consolidate its growers into cooperatives,
companies or joint ventures with agri5

FT-NIR Spectroscopy for the
Sugar Industry
Richard Nicholson, Manager, Economic
Research at SA Canegrowers.

Tshepo Pilusa of the South African
Farmers Development Association.

Wessel Lemmer, Senior Agricultural
Economist at Absa.

businesses to ensure production could
be achieved at better economies of scale
was not at the level seen internationally.
While the Economic Research Manager at
the newly formed South African Farmers
Development Association, Tshepo Pilusa,
agreed agri-benchmarking could assist
the industry, he warned that it was
important not to impose an international
model onto a very varied South African
sugarcane growing set-up where at least
90% of the industry’s growers had on
average about 10ha under sugarcane.

TANGO for Sugar Refinery Process
Analysis of raw sugar, and products like crystal
sugar, syrups etc. of Pol, Moisture, Reducing
Sugars, Ash and Color (ICUMSA).

MPA II for Sugar Factory Operations
Analysis of various factory products such as
Juices, Molasses and Massecuites of Brix, Pol,
Sucrose, Fructose, Glucose and Ash.

But, Senior Agricultural Economist at
Absa bank, Wessel Lemmer, said the
model would serve as a good comparison
measure against competitors.
“Producers should ensure their marketing
and production costs compare with the
best, average and worst performing
producers in the industry on net farm
income. Using agri-benchmarking,
producers get an indication if they have
an income or cost problem compared
to their peers in the industry and which
of the income cost items need to be
addressed to improve net farm income,”
said Lemmer.
The advantages of agri-benchmarking at
the farm gate would include increased
productivity and net farm income as
a result of rectifying the identified
management issues.
Lemmer said rather than taking
i n terna t io na l a g ri -b e n c h m a rk i n g
best practice and adapting it to local
6

Divan van der Westhuizen of the Bureau of Food and Agriculture
Policy at AgriSA during a visit to a cooperative in Nancai
for a closer look at irrigated wheat seed production.
conditions, South Africa’s producers
should adapt best practice to stay
globally competitive.
He said sugarcane producers worldwide
were under pressure from an oversupply
of the commodity which was putting
pressure on the sugar price causing a
negative effect on net farm income.
Lemmer said the biggest operational
differences between South Africa’s
sugarcane growing operations included
lack of access to top genetics (sugar
varieties) to stay ahead of latest sugar
beet variety’s production levels, which
impaired competitiveness as producers
needed to have larger economies of scale

to survive, and smaller producers needed
import protection to stay in business.
He said production of sugarcane had to
be shifted to top producing regions with
lower risk exposure on marginal land.
Growers should diversify and improve
economies of scale, while improving
biosecurity – in other words the
Eldana spraying programme – as well
as securing the timely and sufficient
import tariff protection from government
to reduce cheap sugar imports into the
country.
“But growers must also make sure
they can survive without government
support,” he added.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

MATRIX-CPS
for Cane Reception and Milling Operations
Analysis of disintegrated Sugar Cane and Bagasse
of Brix, Fiber, Moisture, Pol.
Producing sugar from sugar cane or beet is a process with multiple steps. Along the complete
production chain a tight quality control is important to ensure optimized yield and quality.
FT-NIR offers a fast and effective tool for controlling the critical QC parameters of raw
materials, products and byproducts in all production steps: disintegrated cane, different types
of juices, molasses, massecuites, raw sugar and syrups up to side products like bagasse and
bioethanol.

Contact us for more details www.bruker.com/FT-NIR

Innovation with Integrity

FT-NIR

‘suCCess Will dePend
on sPeed And AGility’
sAstA Congress speaker looks Forward
Article Colleen Dardagan

If trend forecaster Bronwyn Williams
could have anyone as dinner guests
they would be historian and author Niall
Ferguson, Yuval Harari, the author of the
futuristic book, Homo Deus, and fantasy
writer Niela Gaiman.
And the talk around the table, Williams
says, would be about the past, the future,
how we all got here and where are we
going to next.
The 33-year-old Williams, guest
speaker at this year’s South African
Sugar Technologists’ Association
(SASTA) congress, is a Trend Translator
and Future Finance Specialist for the
Johannesburg-based Flux Trends. She
has over a decade’s experience in
marketing management and
trend research, working
predominantly
with
brands in the financial
and B2B industries.
Her congress address,
titled The Business of
Disruption , is expected
to delve into how the fourth
industrial revolution and artificial
intelligence will affect manufacturing and
agri-processing, taking into account how
digitisation, social media, individualisation
and virtual reality disrupt society as we
know it across the globe.
“Drones, blockchain technology, and
the Internet of Things are three key
technologies for the future of farming,”
she said.
Blockchain technology, in short, is a
system of de-centralised and transparent
record keeping and the Internet of Things
is – as Wikipedia explains – a network of
physical devices, vehicles, appliances
8

and other items embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators
and connectivity which enables these
things to “talk” to each other.
Also, employment will continue to shift
away from mass farms towards micro
farms and farming technology and jobs
that currently exist will be replaced by an
entirely new set of functions.
Williams predicts the growth of neosubsistance farmers or educated,
former professional classes who are
already investing in small scale boutique
farming projects such as urban bee
farming, hydroponic plants and even
rooftop farms.
“Some companies are even
researching self-efficient tabletop vegetable and herb farms
for every kitchen. There is also
a trend towards a return to
door-to-door delivery of farm
fresh produce such as milk
and greens.”
This trend she says is in response
to the emergence of on-demand and
GIG economies, or more simply put,
a labour market driven by short-term
contracts and freelance work resulting in
people being subjected to a constantly
evolving timetable.
Research, she added, was also now
mainly driven by the private sector rather
than by the state-sponsored academia
which she says is changing the focus of
technological research and where and
how the results are put into practice.
And on how she would deal with the
current messaging about the negative
impact of sugar on diet and the sugar tax

(now known as the Health Promotions
Levy charged on sugar drinks), Williams
said as an honest marketing message,
the industry should promote moderation
while waiting for the next food trend.
“Food fashions come and go.”
Businesses across the world, whether
in agriculture, manufacturing or in the
services industries are finding themselves
running two different entities at the same
time. In other words, keeping the current
business afloat, while focusing on the
staggering acceleration of change. “There
is no fail-safe method for a business to stay
alive. The trick is to get comfortable with
failing fast and often, and to understand
that leaders have to break and re-break
their businesses many times over in order
to succeed.”
As a result, Williams says, big businesses
requiring complex organisation are
inherently less agile than smaller startups and will feel the impact of these
trends acutely.
“Speed and agility to adapt to the
changing market conditions are
the primary indicators of long-term
business success.”

• The 2017 SASTA Congress attracted
603 delegates – the highest number
ever in the history of the event. Also,
the 87 presentations were the most
ever and for the first time the number of
papers on factory projects overtook the
number of papers on agriculture topics.
• The South African Sugar Technologists’
Association was established in 1926
and is an organisation for technical
workers and others interested in the
technical aspects of South Africa’s
sugar industry.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Trend forecaster and guest speaker at the upcoming SASTA Congress, Bronwyn Williams.
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kZn midlAnds
lAnd-use PlAns
Critical to sustainable use
Dedication and determination are driving a young woman’s
vision to see over 400 land-use plans prepared for
implementation by next year to ensure best environmental
practise on sugarcane farms in KwaZulu-Natal’s Midlands.
Article and images
Colleen Dardagan
Nobuhle Gumede (26) is not only young and passionate about
her work, she is also super smart with a skill critical for a
sustained and ethical future in the sugarcane industry.

well versed in the use of geographic information systems (GIS)
designed to “capture, store, manipulate, analyse, manage and
present geographical data”.

Gumede, who has an Honours Degree in Environmental
Management and is employed by SUSFARMS in the KwaZuluNatal Midlands, is one of few dedicated land use planners

Rolling out a thick wad of GIS maps across the boardroom
table at the SA Canegrowers’ offices in Wartburg, Gumede says
agriculture was just one of a score of careers she considered
after completing her matric in 2010.
“My mother died while I was writing my matric exams. I don’t
think her death hit me right away but what it did do was make
me focus on my studies – I really had no other option. I was
fortunate to be offered a bursary by UKZN to study for a
Bachelor’s Degree in Agricultural Extension and Rural Resource
Management. I was based at Cedara for three years and loved
it there,” said Gumede.
Once qualified, she applied for the position of an intern at the
South African Sugar Research Institute working in the area of
general land use planning. “I knew nothing about GIS systems
and had to learn very quickly. I did that for two years and then
when I heard there was this job with SUSFARMS in the Midlands
I went for it. I have been here now since 2015.
“I am in charge of all the land use plans for sugarcane farms
in Eston, Wartburg and the UCL Mill areas. You know growers
who want to be SUSFARMS-accredited need to have land use
plans. That is the very first step,” she said.
When Gumede started out with SUSFARMS there was a
backlog of outstanding plans, but that was the least of her
worries as building relationships with commercial farmers,
some whose families had been on their farms for generations,
was a major test.

Nobuhle Gumede, who is in charge of the drawing and
implementation of Land Use Plans for SUSFARMS
compliance in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands.
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“I told a friend of mine when I started here that I had three
problems,” she said. “First, I was a woman, second, I was young
and third, I was black. However, most of the farmers were really
kind to me but you can imagine phoning up a grower, who
started farming before I was even born, and saying to him that
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

his contours or waterways are not correct and that they need to
be changed? Then I would have to go to the farm to show them
the plan, and you know farmers have very big dogs. I was so
scared - I always asked before getting out of my car whether
the dogs would bite me!” she laughs.

On the farm Waterval outside Wartburg, owner
Roland Rencken (left), SUSFARMS land use
planner, Nobuhle Gumede, and farm manager,
Martin Hikins, discuss the property’s land use plan
while standing in a revitalised wetland.

But her dogged determination and the impact of her work are
paying off. “The farmers now realise I know what I am doing.
In three years I have completed 290 plans out of the 400 that
need to be done. I want to have all of them finished by next
year,” she said.
One of the first of the land use plans to be completed was for
the 230ha Waterval Farm outside Wartburg which is under lease
to commercial grower, Roland Rencken.
Rencken said when the property was converted from wattle
plantations to sugarcane nearly 17 years ago, little thought was
given to best practise. “The first thing I did was to have the
Land Use Plan drawn up by Nobuhle. The plan is excellent. We
then split the farm up into sections and started to re-establish
it from scratch.”

A completed waterway on Waterval Farm planted to Kikuyu
and Kweek grasses to prevent soil erosion in a sandy area.

Bearing in mind the property is leased for 10 years, a return
on the multi-million Rand investment Rencken has ploughed
in is not guaranteed. “Hopefully the person who owns the land
will see the good work we have done and then I get the lease
for another ten years. But for me this investment is about
so much more than money, it is about being a responsible
farmer. You know farming is about taking the long view,
it’s about leaving a good legacy for our children and their
children. And if I don’t do that then I don’t think I deserve to
be on the farm,” Rencken said.
For Gumede though, looking out over the waving grasslands
and the pristine water running in a restored wetland against
a backdrop of green sugarcane fields surrounded by welldesigned and well-maintained roads and waterways, is a huge
moment of intense pride. “To come out here and to see my work
being put into practice. Wow!”
SASTA CONGRESS AUGUST 2018

This waterway still has to be completed and the wattle plantation
in the background removed and planted to natural grassland.
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mhoBA rum A triBute
to sA suGArCAne
Craft rum distilled on site
Robert Greaves has transformd his family farm from a struggling
magnesite mine to a quality producer of craft rum made from
sugarcane juice. The agricole-style Mhoba Rum produced on their
Malelane farm is the result of lots of trial and error, but Greaves is
now expanding and soon expects to produce 4 000 litres a month.
Article and images
Lindi Botha

A stagnating mine and a bit of land
planted to sugarcane has opened the
way for Malelane engineer Robert
Greaves to use his skills and resources
to produce South Africa’s first rum made
from sugarcane juice.
The rum, called Mhoba Rum, is made in
the agricole method.
There are two categories of rum
worldwide: one is mass produced and
made from molasses, the other is more of
a craft rum made from sugarcane juice,
called rum agricole, which originates in
the French Caribbean.
The Greaves family started mining
magnesite just outside Malelane in
Mpumalanga in 1985. With an extra
100ha of unutilised land on their hands it
was soon planted to sugarcane and leased
to an agricultural company to farm.
“We were never really farmers and having
burnt our fingers a few times we decided
to lease the land and at least be assured
of an income,” Robert Greaves said.
However, as the price of magnesite
plummeted over the last few years,
Greaves spent much time pondering
their future and how to remain
economically viable.
“I wanted to add value to the sugarcane
and we had two options: table sugar or
rum. Table sugar was not an option with
a huge mill up the road in Malelane, but
the idea of making a real craft rum – from
farming the cane to distilling to bottling –
got me excited.”
Greaves set out on a vigorous trial and
error process, starting with juicing cane
in the vice grip in his workshop.

SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Robert Greaves
“It took me two days to get 30 litres of
juice which I then fermented and distilled
in a still that I built. A few weeks later I
had the most revolting rum. But I kept
trying. I got better and better and as I did
I kept building bigger stills and ramping
up production.”
Today Mhoba Rum is an established
brand boosting growing demand in
South Africa and in Europe with the still
producing about 220 litres of rum in a
month. Greaves is now in the process of
expanding the distillery to produce close
to 4 000 litres each month.

“This makes my equipment easy to repair
if something breaks and I don’t have to
wait for parts because I make everything
myself. I’ve made about four versions of
the still already, tweaking everything as
I’ve gone along so it’s just right for what
we are doing.”
The process starts when the cane is
juiced and then filtered. Bread yeast is
added to start the fermentation process.
Greaves said he initially imported an
expensive yeast from France but found
there was no difference in flavour
between the French and local yeast.
The fermenting time depends on
temperature and the climate vastly
affects fermentation. In winter it takes
two to three weeks to reach 8% alcohol.
In summer it only requires one week.
“If it’s too hot it ferments too quickly and
produces unwanted flavour characteristics.
Rum production is sweaty, tropical stuff
so our climate in Malelane is ideal. Hot
cellars also aid the aging process.”

When Greaves first started making rum
in 2013 the sugarcane was bought back
from the group farming their land. During
the last three years Greaves has planted
six hectares of his own cane to supply
the distillery, that means the end product
is a complete farm-to-bottle operation.
“This is the epitome of a craft product. It’s
a return to the olden days where things
were all done in-house and you have an
authentic, old-school craft product.”

Robert Greaves (above) has started
growing his own sugarcane to ensure
the entire agri-processing chain from
the field to the bottle is all in one
location. The rum still (left) is made
from stainless steel lined with copper.
The copper helps to remove sulphur.

Mhoba Rum produces light and dark varieties and the logo design is in recognition to the cane cutters
who cut the crop by hand in the hot and humid Malelane conditions.
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“The European
market likes
strong smelling
rum, referred to
as funky rum.
This is how rum
originally tasted
before the big
brands toned the
flavour down.”

Being a mechanical engineer has meant
that Greaves could design and build
everything from an innovative cane juicer
to the stills.

SASTA CONGRESS AUGUST 2018
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After fermentation the juice is pumped
into the stills.
Mhoba Rum uses a reflux still so Greaves
can control how much rum he takes off
each cycle. Whatever is not taken off
is refluxed back down the column so
it’s circulated and distilled more. This
means the rum is distilled multiple times
within one circulation. The more liquid
removed at once results in a rough, bold
tasting flavour. The more it circulates the
more flavour is removed and a smoother,
lighter rum is produced.
The spirit then goes into big glass bottles
as a clear spirit.
“Each batch differs in alcohol content and
flavour. I taste each batch and allocate the
bolder batches to blend for the European
market and the lighter flavours for the
domestic market. The European market
likes strong smelling rum, referred to as funky
rum. This is how rum originally tasted before
the big brands toned the flavour down.”
The spirit is diluted with water to get a
43% alcohol content and is sold as white
rum. The dark rum is aged with wooden
staves and in barrels, which then colours
the white spirit to an amber colour.
“We buy American white oak timber to
age the rum. The wood is split into staves
and toasted on hot coals like you would
braai a piece of meat, turning it over with
a braai tong. Our barrels are also toasted.
That was a huge learning curve in the
beginning – to get the toast just right so
that it imparted the right flavour. A large
component of how good a spirit is, is in the
aging so it needs to be just right.”
White rum takes a year from planting the
cane to bottling. Dark rum can take up to
ten years while it is aged.

Suga r a na lysis w it hout lim it s

Mhoba Rum employs six permanent
workers and production takes place
year-round.

The new MCP 5300/5500 Sucromat from Anton Paar

Greaves said that one of the challenges of
being a small batch distiller was keeping
consistency. “The different batches need
to be blended to achieve a certain flavour
profile. The bigger you are the more
batches you have to blend. We split our
spirits into six-litre batches which we blend
as the smaller amounts allow more control.
“It’s an art to blend the batches and age
them for the right amount of time with the
right number of staves or barrel contact.
It’s even trickier if you are using barrels
you are toasting yourself, like we are. In
the beginning you do a crazy amount of
learning and now we only have to make
small changes here and there. It is a neverending learning curve,” Greaves said.

Market nuances
When Greaves started making rum his
intention was to produce a good, but
affordable rum aimed at the mass market.
“But it has naturally taken a different
course and there is a better appreciation
for our rum in the higher end market, so
we have started changing some of our
production lines to funkier rum, enjoyed
by this market.”
Greaves admitted that his own palate
has changed as he has been exposed to
European rum connoisseurs.
“I’ve started moving more towards the
robust, funky rums. I believe since our
rum is made from sugarcane it must retain
some of the flavour of cane otherwise it
might as well be vodka.”
He said marketing was his biggest
challenge. “In South Africa we are quite

The stalks are first put through a
hammer mill to make sure more
cane fits into the custom-made juice
extractor. The sugarcane is then fed
into the shaft before being pressed.
uneducated when it comes to rum and
the range of what the average guy drinks
is small, compared to what is available
on the market.”
Greaves is in the process of building a
tasting room on the farm so tourists en
route to the Kruger Park or Mozambique
can stop for a tour of the distillery and a
guided tasting.
“I believe that rum will see a revival
just as gin has and I would like to
introduce the diversity of the spirit to
local palates.”

Anton Paar launches the new MCP 5300/5500 Sucromat series to continue the success story of the MCP
200/250/300 and MCP 500 Sucromats.
A reliable and accurate saccharimeter is required for the payment analysis of incoming sugar and also for
the internal quality control in the sugar mill in order to meet the highest quality standards.
The new MCP Sucromats provide:
• Measurement at 589 nm (Sodium D line) according to ICUMSA. Optionally the instrument can be
equipped with the near-infrared wavelength of 880 nm for the analysis of lead-free clarified solutions.
• Highly precise temperature measurement of the product inside the cell or an optionally available
Peltier temperature control to cool or heat the sample precisely to the reference temperature.
• A hermetically sealed housing to protect all sensitive parts and prevent dust and humidity collecting
inside the device.
• The highest light intensity and long working time: the defined wavelengths are supported by LED
light sources with a lifetime of up to 100 000 hours. Measurement of strongly colored filtrates is
possible up to an unmatched Optical Density of OD 4.
The new MCP Sucromat is a robust and reliable instrument for all your sugar analysis tasks in the sugar
industry.
No matter which measurements you will face in the future, the new MCP Sucromat series from Anton Paar
suits your needs with tailored flexibility that is compliant with ICUMSA.
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Are you interested in seeing the new MCP Sucromat series?
Get in touch: www.anton-paar.com / info.za@anton-paar.com

KynoPlus

®

efficient, effective nitrogen

Support your crops,
support the environment!
®
KynoPlus®– treated with AGROTAIN®, has been formulated to
mitigate volatilisation losses typically associated with urea, as well
as reducing potential leaching losses. This N-enhanced-N™ efficient
nitrogen fertilizer enables you to apply nitrogen without the added
risk to the environment. When using KynoPlus®, you improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of applied nitrogen, which can result in
enhanced crop quality, yield and profit.

uppe marketing A17170

KynoPlus® is also available in a full range of NPKS blends.

The power of blue will put green back into your crops.

Kynoch – enhanced efficiency through innovation.
011 317 2000 | info@kynoch.co.za | www.kynoch.co.za
KynoPlus® is registered as fertilizer group 1 - K8024 (Act 36 of 1947)

Farmisco (Pty) Ltd t/a Kynoch Fertilizer
Reg no. 2009/0092541/07

BACk-to-sChool
deCision led to
sWeet endinG
For tongaat hulett sugar man
The story of chemical engineer Fred Mncube, who was awarded
the Cecil Renaud Prize at the South African Sugar Technologists’
Association Conference in 2017, is one of courage and determination
resulting in triumph and success in the face of adversity.
Article and image
Greg Dardagan

Fred Mncube went back to school to complete his matric at the
age of 21. Initially he fought hard against returning to Nkandla
High in rural KwaZulu-Natal where a few years earlier he had
failed and bailed out to find a job.

sugar refinery, detailing the instrumentation installed, the
control strategies implemented and the successful preliminary
results which have led to the automation of all five boiling pans
at the refinery.

The judges had this to say about the prize-winning
But with the encouragement of his family and friends he made
presentation: “This was a comprehensive, well written
the decision to return and was welcomed back by the principal
and practical paper on pan automation that gave plenty of
who then came up with a curve ball – he insisted Mncube start
insight into the process and guidelines
again in Grade 9 to get the benefit of tuition
on the topic. There was ample evidence
from a top class maths teacher who would
of sound understanding and a hands-on
provide good grounding for the youngster’s
“l really didn’t
approach to address the challenges of
desired career in chemical engineering.
want to go
skills shortages in pan boiling.”
back into class
Again Mncube baulked at the thought of
Mncube said he was thankful for the good
being in class with boys much younger than
with all those
guidance and counselling he received
himself but after more friendly persuasion
young boys ...
when at the still tender age of 21 he had to
he agreed and went on to get his matric
thankfully I
decide whether to go back to school to do
with excellent marks which enabled him
his matric.
to register at the then Natal Technikon in
made the right
Durban for a Chemical Engineering diploma
decision – it
which he completed in two years.
“l really didn’t want to go back into class
changed
with all those young boys – I had been a
working man earning my own money, little
Fast forward to today and 46-year-old
my life.”
as it was.
Mncube’s success has been phenomenal
Fred Mncube
considering his struggle beginnings.
“But thankfully I made the right decision – it
changed my life radically and was the kickHe is currently a chemical engineer with the
start to where I am today.”
Tongaat Hulett Group and in 2017 won the Cecil Renaud Prize
for a paper – titled: Automation of White Pans at the Tongaat
Mncube recalled that after failing his matric and with money
Hulett Refinery – he delivered at the South African Sugar
short in his family, he had to go out to look for work as an
Technologists’ Association Conference.
18 year old with no skills. He landed a job on a construction
site in Newcastle earning around R1.20 an hour giving him a
The paper, which Mncube was the main author of, describes the
fortnightly pay packet of less than R200!
successful automation of a boiling pan at the group’s Durban
18
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Tongaat Hulett chemical engineer Fred Mncube who was awarded the SA Sugar Technologists’
Association’s Cecil Renaud Prize for a paper he presented at their annual conference.
He soon realised he was on a slow train to nowhere and returned
to his Nkandla home where he made his life-changing decision.
After getting his Natal Technikon Diploma in Chemical
Engineering, studying became almost a way of life for the young
man. He did 18 months in-service training at the Sugar Milling
Research Institute in Durban, and 17 years ago he joined
Tongaat Hulett as a laboratory technician and was later awarded
his BTech degree after studying part time at Natal Technikon.
Mncube then completed Tongaat Hullet’s Engineer in Training
programme at the Amatikulu Mill and a second BTech degree,
specialising in the Environment, through Unisa.
All the while he was working his way up through the ranks at
Tongaat Hulett to his current specialist position.
Discussing his research paper, Mncube said pan boiling relied
substantially on “art” rather than “science”, thus requiring skilled
and experienced operators to optimise crystal sugar production.
SASTA CONGRESS AUGUST 2018

“This puts heavy demands on staffing, training and skills
transfer. Particularly in this context, automated pan boiling has
the potential to provide substantial benefits in terms of plant
capacity, process performance and product quality.
“Fortunately no jobs will be lost as a result of the automation.”
He is married to Maureen – a formulation chemist he met
while she was doing her in-service training at the Sugar Milling
Research Institute – and they have five children.
Although his job and family keep him on the run he does more
running on the road and was a starter in the gruelling Comrades
Marathon this year and in 2017.
“I didn’t manage to finish either runs but am determined to do
so in bronze medal-winning time next year.”
With his indomitable spirit to achieve despite the odds, it’s a
good bet he is going to do just that.
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Farm-Ag cultivates relationships...
...you harvest results!
Strictly Farm-Ag
products on
my farm.

Farm-Ag
provides us with
quality products and
quality service.

Lwandile Bulala
of TSL Farming,
Eston.

Dreyer and Charl Senekal
of Senekal Boerdery,
Mkuze.

Quality products
backed up with
exceptional service!
Rudi, Werner and Desmond Meyer
of Fawn Leas Trust,
Fawn Leas.

Farm-Ag International combines years of knowledge and experience within the agricultural pesticides
industry with passion and dedication to our client’s results. We are proud to oﬀer farmers proven
crop protection solutions at competitive prices. It’s not just what we do. It’s who we are. That’s why
we’re proud to supply Farm-Ag products to the leading sugarcane growers in South Africa.

I use Farm-Ag
products and
service with 100%
conﬁdence.
Clive Coulthard of
Cottonwood Farm,
Baynesﬁeld.

T +27 (31) 00 33 486
Email: info@farmag.co.za
A level three contributor to B-BBEE

ISO 9001:2008 Certiﬁed Company

youthFul Boost For
dolPhin CoAst
As north Coast industry Gets young Blood
A young team who believe farming is critical for the health of South
Africa’s economy have taken up the reins at the SA Canegrowers
offices in Umhlali and Amatikulu. They are already in the thick of
things, getting to grips with the work of supporting and promoting
the interests of all sugarcane farmers along the Dolphin Coast.
Article and image
Colleen Dardagan
The newly appointed SA Canegrowers
team on the KwaZulu-Natal north coast
are not only young and smart but driven
by a passion to support and unite
sugarcane growers behind a common
purpose of seeing the region’s industry
thrive.
SA Canegrowers Senior Regional
Manager based at Umhlali, Glantine
Mashile, together with the Senior
Agricultural Business Advisor in
Umhlali, Thembeka Mthethwa, the
Agricultural Business Advisor for Small
Scale Growers, Samukelisiwe Khanyile,
and Area Manager Sinehlanhla Njoko,
have hit the ground running since their
appointments earlier this year.
“Right now, we are all getting to know
each other. Our main aim is to ensure our
growers make money while maximising
the potential of their land. We are
advocates for farmers,” said Mashile.
The 32-year old, who grew up in Nelspruit
and studied Agricultural Economics at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN)
before working at Standard Bank for two
years, was employed by SA Canegrowers
in the Eston district for six years. He took
up his new position in April this year.
“Working in Eston completely changed
my opinion of farmers. I saw there how
they help the communities around them
and the relationships they have with
the people in the rural areas. Some of
the farmers are pro development and
22

“I visit the growers in
our area to help with
any information they
might need around
budgeting, pricing
or costs planning. I
love interacting with
people and I know
that I am making a
difference. Agriculture
is the foundation of
our economy and what
I am doing is relevant
and very important.”
Sinehlanhla Njoko
transformation, they want to see change.
I don’t think enough people know that
about them,” he said.
Mashile and his team provide grower
support through technical advice,
budgeting and costings as well as sharing
information on the changing legislative
environment or economic policy that
could impact on farming activities.
“I spend a lot of time with officials here
in the town and in the district, getting
involved in anything that is happening
in the local structures. I feed that
information back to the farmers. We

are an advocacy group – it is all about
communication – representing the best
interests of the growers. I have been given
a beautiful opportunity, I love working
with people, building relationships and
the farmers must know that we are here
for them through good times and bad.”
Area Manager Njoko, who was a member
of the First National Bank graduate
programme and studied Agricultural
Economics at UKZN, said what she loved
about her job was each day brought its
own surprises.
“I attend a lot of stakeholder meetings
where we represent our farmers. I visit
the growers in our area to help with any
information they might need around
budgeting, pricing or costs planning.
There is never a day that is the same. I
love interacting with people and I know
that I am making a difference. Agriculture
is the foundation of our economy and
what I am doing is relevant and very
important,” she said.
Mthethwa, who also studied
Agricultural Economics at UKZN, said
her appointment had baffled her family.
“You know my mom asks me what I am
doing. And I say I am in agriculture,
and she will say: ‘But you are so lazy’!
Many people still think that if you are
in agriculture you are out in the fields
ploughing or planting.
“But that thinking is changing. Our
communities are beginning to see the
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Glantine Mashile, the newly appointed SA Canegrowers Senior Regional Manager on the KwaZulu-Natal North Coast with
his team, from left, Senior Agricultural Business Advisor in Amatikulu Thembeka Mtetwa, Agricultural Business Advisor
for Small Scale Growers in the region Samukelisiwe Khanyile, and Area Manager Sinehlanhla Njoko.
importance of what we do, how important it is to be strategic
and to plan, particularly when it comes to money,” she said.
Mthethwa’s particular focus is the support of land claim
recipients and small scale growers.
“I was really fortunate because, I got a bursary to study
Agricultural Economics at UKZN. When I qualified in 2014
I heard there were vacancies at the South African Sugar
Association for interns. I applied and was accepted.”
But it is now that she is adding to the agriculture value chain
that Mthethwa says she has found her niche. “I love the
continuous interaction with people. I love seeing how I can
change people’s lives for the better and being a part of that
change. I believe I am building our economy through the work
that I do.”
Khanyile, known as ‘Sam’, also qualified from UKZN and is
from a family of farmers. She has a passion for rural growth
and development and is now introducing a seed cane scheme
for the area’s small cane growers.
“My father is a small-scale farmer but not in sugarcane – he
grows potatoes and other vegetables. Growing up I used to see
the difficulties he had.
“I have only just started in this position, but I have already
visited many of the people I am going to work with. I am doing
what I like and being able to advise farmers and helping them
is something I am passionate about,” she said.
SASTA CONGRESS AUGUST 2018
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lAnd reForm
ChAnGinG liVes
through successful Partnerships
The Matsamo Community Property Association in the Mkomazi
region has shown that if the land reform process is handled well
then there can be positive outcomes. If the community works in
partnership with business then the local economy can benefit.
Article and images
Lindi Botha

Land claims in one of South Africa’s
largest sugarcane producing areas, the
Nkomazi region, had the potential to
cripple the sugar industry and could
have resulted in thousands of job losses
and a reduction in economic activity.
But RCL FOODS helped prevent that
through viewing land restitution as an
opportunity to build better communities
and create an exemplary model in which
land-reform beneficiaries and private
companies work side by side to maintain
a sustainable industry and enrich the
lives of all involved.
The Matsamo Community Property
Association’s (MCPA) land claim settled
in the Malelane area included sugarcane
fields that provided around 16% of the
RCL FOODS Sugar & Milling division’s
intake at the Malelane Mill. Were this
land to go out of production it could
have had a highly detrimental effect on
the sugar mill.
Dawie van Rooy, Director for Agriculture
at RCL FOODS Sugar & Milling division,
explained that the land-claim settlement
was facilitated between RCL FOODS and
the MCPA by the Land Claim Commission,
a process based on an agreed model
that resulted in a business partnership
between a community of beneficiaries
and the private sector. The three pillars of
the model rested on optimising business
operations; building and maintaining a
sustainable partnership; and maximising
benefits to local communities.
A joint company called Sivunosetfu was
24

“This is a story that
shows land reform
can work where there
is willingness. From
when the farms have
been restored to
communities through
land reform, there has
not been a pause in
economic activity. The
land is not lying fallow
or idle, economic
activity has flourished
and benefits are
derived from it.”
Stella Mthembu
established where MCPA and RCL FOODS
each have 50% ownership, while the
farmland is leased by Sivunosetfu from
the MCPA. This gives the community the
double benefit of receiving rental income
from the land and dividends from the
company where declared.
“The benefit of the partnership to
MCPA is largely access to the expertise
from RCL FOODS. This is important
for sustainability of the business and
the MPCA community. One of the
benefits of the partnership to RCL
FOODS is sustainable cane supply to

the mills. Therefore the model and the
relationship is unique for creating a winwin situation,” said van Rooy.
The partnership commenced in 2012
and the 3 000 hectare sugarcane farm
is managed by Sivunosetfu. Over the
last few years the company has shown
a 26% increase in turnover.
The MCPA consists of 1 500
households, resulting in the number of
people benefiting from the land claim
and subsequent partnership over
6 000. Moses Thumbathi, Chairperson
of the MCPA, stressed that open
communication with all beneficiaries
was key to ensuring a smooth running
of the business and keeping everyone
content.
“We have daily communication between
the MCPA office and the beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries are welcome to visit the
office, which is located in one of the
settled farms (Kaalrug), at any time
or have a look around if there are any
queries. We take time to explain the
processes to them and our reasoning
for taking the decisions we do as the
appointed CPA leadership.”
Van Rooy added that the biggest
challenge when negotiating the
partnership was establishing trust
between the parties involved.
“The parties went through a period of
difficult and lengthy negotiations, often
sitting on opposing sides of the table.
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Matsamo Community Property Association Chairman Moses Thumbathi
Now we are sitting on the same side
of the table, always exploring the best
approaches for company profitability.”
If the company is profitable, then
benefits are created for the shareholders
and the beneficiaries.
“To be effective as a Board there
needs to be trust and that takes time.
Transparency and open dialogue, being
able to talk until we find each other and
focusing on the right things has helped.
The golden thread is always what is best
for the company.”

“When we started discussions we had
to explain what sustainability means in
the sugar industry context: What are the
things that need to be done to ensure
sustainability and if they’re not done, the
risk thereof. Every time there has been
a discussion around considering new
things that need to be done on the farm,
the drive is always about sustainability.
Is it in the interest of the company, what
would the implications be, would we
decrease the risk profile of the company?
What do we need to do to ensure we are
still farming for the future?

Recovery Strategy
He noted that the biggest lesson learnt
throughout the process was the ability
to see things from the other person’s
perspective.
“Sometimes it’s difficult to understand
why certain things are an issue, but the
moment you put yourself in the other
party’s shoes and see where they are
coming from and what is important to
them, the light comes on. Only then can
you get a balanced solution.”
Van Rooy said one of the key factors that
needed to be accepted by everyone involved
was that the sustainability of the company
took precedence over anything else.
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“With the drought recently suffered by
the industry, the company had to put
together a recovery strategy. We had to
spend a lot of money in a short space of
time to put drought-recovery systems in
place. Because Sivunosetfu has a board
that fully understands the business and
its drive for sustainability, we could act
swiftly.”
In addition to the financial implications
of the drought, Sivunosetfu is also
dealing with the impact of sugar
imports which resulted in a significant
drop in sugar prices for the industry
and, as a consequence, Sivunosetfu.

While Sivunosetfu is investing a
substantial amount to restore its full
production capacity again after the
drought, the low sugar prices have
resulted in pressure on the company’s
cashflow, thereby influencing its
sustainability. The sugar industry has
applied for higher import tariffs and,
if approved, it is expected that the
company will recover towards normal
profitability and that the beneficiaries
will continue to benefit.
The nature of the agreement that
underpins the joint venture places much
emphasis on skills transfer. Thumbathi
said that the partnership has not only
meant growth for the farm, but for the
community as a whole as well.
“Our people can learn and grow and
the farm itself can grow and expand
because people are being developed
or upskilled in the process.”
Stella Mthembu, Land Reform Executive
at RCL FOODS Sugar & Milling division,
explained that Sivunosetfu ensures
that beneficiaries are trained – both
as employees of the company and as
bursary holders. This is important for
skills transfer and creation of a human
resource pool for the future.
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“The shareholders agreement dictates
that beneficiaries are upskilled in
business operations and board functions.
Sivunosetfu also offers bursaries to
beneficiaries that are not limited to
plant production, but also finance and
engineering as these are all key skills
that are needed by the company. A
significant number of bursary recipients
are granted experiential training
opportunities by the company; and
many granted employment at the end of
training. Some have grown through the
company development pipeline to take
up management positions.”
Close to 30% of Sivunosetfu’s employees
are Matsamo CPA beneficiaries. All
employees are from local communities. If
there are any job opportunities Matsamo
beneficiaries have an added advantage.
This is in line with the company’s skills
transfer plan.

the business sector, now it is community
in partnerships with business. The
whole discussion has changed. We do
things together. The biggest benefit
by far has been becoming part of this
winning community.”
Mthembu said this was one of the
most successful land reform projects
in the country.
“This is a story that shows land reform
can work where there is willingness.
From when the farms have been restored
to communities through land reform,
there has not been a pause in economic
activity. The land is not lying fallow or
idle, economic activity has flourished
and benefits are derived from it.”

Van Rooy said that despite the negative
publicity about land reform in South
Africa, the Nkomazi community had
been blessed with a good land reform
story to tell.
“This is very important. The Regional
Land Claims Commission and the
community understood if the process
was not successful the region could
have lost one, or both, of the mills. Land
reform can work if there is willingness and
commitment, in this case government,
the Matsamo CPA and RCL FOODS.
Through this settlement process there
was a change in ownership but the whole
structure of the community has changed
for the better. Through successful land
reform we can change this country.”

John Thompson –
serving the Sugar
Industry for decades
Your partner in steam
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•
•
•

New boilerplant and ancillaries
Repair and maintenance
Retrofits & upgrades (including
Industry 4.0)
Efficiency improvements
Reliability studies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational audits
Inspection and services
Metallurgical surveys
Remnant life analyses
Environmental solutions
Supply of OEM spares

Van Rooy said the biggest positive
outcome of the partnership was the
transformation journey.
“You can either become part of the
community or continue in isolation. We
believe this is a great model and a good
example of working together to benefit
the local economy, create jobs and
actually be a part of something bigger.
In the past it was the community versus

Complete boiler & pre-boiler plant

Boiler tube manipulation

Typical sugar industry boiler

Coal & bagasse feeders

At John Thompson we design, manufacture,
install, maintain and retro-fit fossil fuel- and
biomass-fired watertube boilers for both local
and international sugar industries.

The Matsamo community was granted a 3 000ha sugar farm as part of their land claim. The sugar is now
farmed in partnership with RCL Foods Sugar & Milling division. Inset: The Director for Agriculture at RCL
FOODS Sugar & Milling division, Dawie van Rooy (left) and Stella Mthembu, the Land Reform Executive.
Email: infodbn@johnthompson.co.za | Tel: +27 (0)31 408 9700 | www.johnthompson.co.za | A division of ACTOM (Pty) Ltd
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tAPPinG into
teAmWork roots
For “huge” Grower Project
Just a stone’s throw from the Illovo Sugar (South Africa)
Noodsberg Mill, valleys of pristine sugarcane fields are
producing top yields for small-scale growers and contractors
alike, as a plan to develop sustainable sugarcane farming in
the deep rural areas of the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands takes root.
Article and images
Colleen Dardagan

Retired teacher and single mother Nomusa Gwala says the
success of her farming enterprise in Swaimane near Dalton
is not only about keeping her finger on the pulse and her eye
on every aspect of her business but is due to the foresight and
expertise of a host of people linked to the sugarcane industry.

from the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Agriculture and their
Extension Officers, the South African Sugar Association, the
South African Research Institute and their pest and diseases
department, SA Canegrowers and the South African Farmers’
Development Association.”

Gwala is one of a few preferred contractors assigned to the Illovo
Sugar (South Africa) small-scale grower programme adjacent to
its Noodsberg mill in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands.

And while the Fairtrade Certification was onerous, Horn said
it was not only worth it, but essential for the economic and
environmental health of the region. “Our first cooperative
started the certification process in 2013 and was fully compliant
in 2015. It does take a long time,
but the biggest benefit is Fair
Trade helps the cooperatives
to improve their business
management and record keeping,
and it instils a set of values such
as transparency, honesty, fairness
and accountability,” he said.

In 2009 the growers in the
verdant valleys were delivering
about 16 000 tons a season to
the mill, however today that figure
tops 54 000 tons, with R27 million
paid out in cane proceeds into the
community last year.
The programme, which was
the brainchild of Billy Gillespie
from the South African Sugar
Research Institute more than a
decade ago, is now under the
care of Fanie Horn who is the
Cane Development Manager at
the Noodsberg Mill.

Illovo Sugar (South Africa) has a team with a wealth of

the growers at the moment. We are very
busy,” she said.
Gwala, whose parents were storekeepers
in the district, said she started out her
business making concrete blocks part time
while teaching. “I was born here, I grew
up here, but my parents weren’t farming
this land. They had a store down the road
which my sister is now running. I have three
children and I am a single mother, so I have
always had to supplement my income.”
Her farming enterprise, she said, was
the legacy she wanted to leave for her
children. “I have a daughter and two sons.
My eldest son is an engineer at the Sezela
Mill, my daughter is a teacher and my
youngest is working in Pietermaritzburg.
I won’t sit down here until at least one
– my son in Pietermaritzburg hopefully comes home to farm,” she said.
However, it is the Illovo project that made
the difference and, in particular, the
Fairtrade certification.
“In 2013 I joined a co-operative and
we were awarded funding from the
government’s Re-capitalisation and
Development programme - we had to put
together a very detailed business plan for

that. The co-operative has worked really
closely with Illovo and since we started
working with Fairtrade we have very
good record keeping and management
structures.”
The programme had also resulted in her
being able to invest in new implements.
“I used to have very old machinery but
now I have two trucks, two bell loaders,
two tractors, ploughs and a farm van.
There’s 15ha under sugarcane with 6ha
part of the seed cane scheme.”

G w a l a s a y s s h e ’s n o t a f r a i d o f
working really hard and that was the
main ethic she had instilled in her
children. Now she is ready for the
next phase in the development of
her business.
“I need more implements such as a
boomsprayer, a new truck and more
tractors. But, I also want to lease
more land, there is a lot of land here
which is unused. So that is where I
see the future,” she said.

With at least eight more areas
earmarked for development under
the guidance of the project, Gwala
has her hands full, but she says
now that she no longer divides
her time between the classroom
and her business, the operation is
running at optimum level.

experience taking care of their hugely successful smallHorn described the project as
scale grower development programme in the KwaZulu“huge”, saying it was not just Natal Midlands, from left, Busi Sokhela, Charity Mdletshe “I retired from teaching in January
some small team or committee,
who are both Development Officers and Kantha Webster last year. You know when I wasn’t
but a vast array of stakeholders the Cane Development Officer and Fanie Horn who is the here all the time, diesel would cost
Cane Development Manager at the Noodsberg Mill.
me over R100 000-a-month for
and interested parties who were
example. That cost has dropped
making it the “brilliant” success
to R60 000-a-month because I am here.
that it was. “It is so important to stress that the success of this
project has been all about team work. For example, we have had
“I get up every morning at 4am. The first thing I do is phone
the involvement of the WWF (World Wildlife Fund), Solidaridad,
the Induna (manager) and collect my workers and then I am
Fairtrade, the tribal leaders in the district and then of course,
in the field with them. We are busy with land preparation for
the communities themselves. We have also had ongoing support
30

The verdant valley of Swaimane – one of at least five small-scale grower districts
adjacent to the Illovo Sugar (South Africa) Noodsberg Mill

SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Swaimane sugarcane grower and contractor, Nomusa Gwala
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Chairman – Graeme Stainbank

Vice-Chairman – Dipuo Ntuli

Vice-Chairman – Rex Talmage

neW BeneFit sCheme
For sA CAneGroWers
Article and images
Greg Dardagan

The creation of an organisation aimed at assisting black South
African sugar cane farmers and ensuring a “better future”
for them was announced at the 2018 annual meeting of SA
Canegrowers (SACG) in Durban.
Breaking the news of the significant development, SACG
Chairman, Graeme Stainbank said the new body – SA Canegrowers
Development – would be funded by SA Canegrowers.
“The development organisation will be used as our vehicle
to deliver a better future for all black grower members. It will
address issues of tenure security and support multi-enterprise
business development for improved profitability and food
security, thereby improving sustainable livelihoods and job
creation. It will further develop products such as the SACG
benefits scheme for small-scale growers, currently being rolledout in Noodsberg.”
The SACG Benefits scheme was launched last year, providing
cover to almost 10 000 employees and their dependents. The
scheme builds financial inclusion for the industry, offering
competitive rates for both small scale growers and farmworkers.
To date 20 claims have paid, to the value of R400 000.
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levels. Next a workshop is conducted explaining benefits to
the farm workers. The final stage is an individual consultation
with each farm worker where they are assisted to complete
their application form with a financial advisor, who answers
any questions and provides advice. All consultations with the
workers are conducted in their home language, and scheme
documents are issued in isiZulu.
The benefit programme is structured with a base benefit
compulsory for all members and provides farmworkers and
their dependents with funeral cover for their families. Premiums
for funeral cover are extremely competitive, with benefits of
R25 000 for a worker starting at R37.50 monthly, rising to
R62.50 monthly for a member and their immediate family.
The programme allows members to add additional voluntary
benefits for extended family members and a limited term
pension for dependents on the death of the worker. For the
first time in the sugarcane industry, seasonal workers can be
covered for funeral benefits. Premiums for seasonal workers
are paid in advance, in three-month blocks with premiums
starting at R112.50 quarterly. A worker can buy up to four
blocks in advance.

The scheme, which is a first for agriculture, offers a single cost
structure for all members and leverages economies of scale and
ploughs a portion of profits back to the industry in enhanced
benefits, once the establishment costs are recovered.

Also at the AGM, Zululand sugar farmer Dipuo Ntuli was elected
joint vice-chairman of SA Canegrowers – the first black African
to hold the position in the organisation’s 91-year history –
alongside Rex Talmage. Eston grower, Graeme Stainbank was
re-elected Chairman.

Installation follows a three-step process. The initial step requires
employer agreement to join the scheme and set contribution

For further information on the benefit scheme contact
081-307 1145 or info@mihr.co
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Sugar Production
made sweeter
Micro-Polar Brix crystalliser concentration and density
measurement with microwave
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vessel installation
evaluation
unit
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flushing device
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high-frequency
quad cable
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Automatic calibration without a PC
Crystallisation pause identification
Flushed probe for continuous
crystallisation
Two HF-generators with multi
frequency technology
For ambient temperatures from -20°C
up to +60°C
For A-, B- and C-products made from
sugar beet and cane and all syrups

Tel: (011) 257-6100 Fax: +27 86 531-9682 PO Box 90, Fontainebleau, 2032
E-mail: measure@mecosa.co.za Web: www.mecosa.co.za

Inseparable – Etanorm sweetens up
my day, right from breakfast.
One of the largest sugar producers in the world, uses Etanorm as an important element in its
production. The company processes sugar beet, while in other parts of the world sugar is
extracted from sugar cane or starch with the help of the pump.
Etanorm is used for this purpose because it ensures a high level of operating reliability. This is
of extreme importance in sugar production. To operate economically, the pumps employed
in this application must run particularly smoothly and offer the longest possible service life.
If it works for them, it will work for you, no matter what the application, Etanorm will
sweeten your day too ...

https://www.ksbpumps.co.za
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reseArCher looks to
GroW suGAr yields

Tshepo Pilusa leads economic research at the newly formed,
South African Farmers’ Development Association (SAFDA) says
he chose his profession because he knew it could be used as
a tool to make a difference in the lives of the under-privileged.
Born in the Nkowankowa township in Tzaneen in the province
of Limpopo, Pilusa’s journey from school to university and then
into the sugarcane industry was clearly driven by his passion
for agriculture and how it could be used to improve the lives of
people, particularly those living in the country’s rural areas who
are predominantly subsistence farmers.

For kZn, mpumalanga smallholders

think that the challenges facing these farmers are getting the
optimal attention they deserve,” he said.
Being of the opinion the sugar industry had done an enormous
amount for its stakeholders and that the sector was probably
one of the most well defined under the Sugar Act, Pilusa said
his work now was to focus very specifically on the issues facing
those who farmed often on less than 10ha and often realised
less than 20 tons a hectare.

“Small-scale growers should have better yields than commercial
farmers because there is so much less they have to manage and
look after. So, we have to identify the specific needs of these
As a result he chose to study at the University of KwaZulugrowers. For example, helping them to make their sugarcane
Natal (UKZN) where he completed a BSc and his Masters in
crop more cost efficient through bulk buying of fertiliser or
Agriculture majoring in agricultural economics.
weedicides for example. And then when they get that fertiliser to
make sure they know exactly how to apply it and when. We need
Pilusa is currently completing a Postgraduate Diploma in
to know what the challenges facing them are when it comes
Finance, Banking and Investment Management also at UKZN.
down to the actual operational application
of that fertiliser. Sometimes we find a farmer
“I would like to believe that I have always
“I am
will sell the fertiliser rather than use it on his
been disciplined and I pay attention to detail.
fields. We need to know why that happens. It
These are some of the attributes I think are so
motivated
really is as simple as that,” he said.
important for someone who does research,”
by making a
he says.
difference in
Stressing that there has to be a change
in the yields and production processes
A stint as a trade economist at a research subthe lives of
on smallholder farms, Pilusa said he was
directorate in the Department of Agriculture,
the people
now busy with desktop research which,
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) provided a
who I feel
if necessary, he would then take out into
good launching pad for his current position
the field.
at SAFDA.
can really

Increasing the yields of sugarcane production on small-scale farms
in KwaZulu-Natal and Mpumalanga so as to promote the crop as a
primary source of income in rural areas is now the focus of South
African Farmers’ Development Association researcher, Tshepo Pilusa.
Article and image
Colleen Dardagan

benefit

“It all depends what comes out of this
“My focus now is on research that will
from what
first phase of the research. We may
contribute towards the transformation of how
want to collaborate with the University of
the sugar industry serves its growers. Being
I have to
KwaZulu-Natal in setting up a bursary for a
able to help with the provision of improved
contribute.”
student to specialise in this field, but that
services to previously disadvantaged
does take time. We need quick and almost
sugarcane growers is very fulfilling for me
Tshepo Pilusa
immediate solutions for our growers. We
as a person. I am motivated by making a
also may find we need to beef up the
difference in the lives of the people who I feel
services from the South African Sugar Research Institute,
can really benefit from what I have to contribute,” Pilusa said.
or that we need more extension officers who focus on this
specific sector of our industry.
Research, he said was about finding appropriate solutions or
setting the stage for a conversation on how to identify areas of
“We also know that a one sized solution won’t be suitable.
possible improvement.
Something that works for smallholder farmers in the Noodsberg
area won’t necessarily work in the Amatikulu region, for
“I enjoy research into improving the economics particularly of
example. It’s about finding solutions that will work in the field,
farmers who have benefitted from South Africa’s land reform
on the ground and promote sugarcane production as a primary
policies. I have participated in research aimed at identifying
income for these growers. This is a very well structured industry,
the issues affecting smallholder farmers, including diagnostic
I am not alone, so we are asking the questions of everyone:
evaluation of the policies aimed at assisting these farmers
How can we make sure the income generated from sugarcane
and looking at the issues around the implementation of these
is attractive to the smaller growers, who, I might add, make up
policies. I really believe that our findings are proving that
90% of the sugarcane growing industry in the region,” he said.
solutions should be more simple than they are. I also don’t
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C H A N G E T H E G A M E : NEW STANDARD IN
ROTATIONAL VISCOMETRY - ViscoQC TM 100
- Automatic spindle detection for traceable results
- Digital leveling for alignment check to guarantee reproducible results
- Magnetic spindle coupling for reduced risk of damage
- Ready to use out of the box: Already assembled when delivered

Get in touch: www.anton-paar.com/viscoqc
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TUESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2018

WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST 2018

07:30 – 18:00

Registration

Registration Foyer

07:30 – 09:15

Arrival Tea / Coffee

Exhibition Hall

09:15 - 10:25

Opening Session

Chair: Gavin Smith

09:15 – 09:30

Welcome and awards presentation

Gavin Smith, SASTA President

09:30 – 10:15

The Business of Disruption – the ripple effect of game changing Bronwyn Williams, Trend Translator and Future Finance
technologies
Specialist, Flux Trends

10:15 – 10:25

SASTA patron’s reply and vote of thanks

10:25 – 11:00

Tea / Coffee Break

Review of South African sugarcane production in the 2017/18 season: Singels Abraham, McFarlane SA, Nicholson RJ, Conlong DE,
Are we out of the woods?
Sithole P and Titshall LW

Chair: Carolyn Baker

Hall 4C, 5B

11:25 – 11:50

Ninety-third annual review of the milling season in southern Africa
(2017/18)

11:50 – 12:10

The collaborative effort between Government and the Private Sector to
reduce heavy vehicle overloading in the South African sugar industry - Mashile Glantine K, Kadwa M, Lyne PWL and Giles RC
2006 to 2017

13:30 – 16:30

16:30 – 18:30
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Arrival Tea / Coffee

Exhibition Hall

08:15 – 09:55

Agriculture Session 1: Pests and
Diseases – Hall 4D

Chair: Des Conlong

08:15 – 08:35

Optimising crop refuge areas in
transgenic sugarcane fields

Human Dirk J and
Potgieter L

08:35 – 08:55

Understanding the recent
invasion of Cacosceles newmannii
(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)
into sugarcane from a thermal
perspective

Javal Marion,
Thomas S, Barton
MG, Gillespie D,
Conlong DE and
Terblanche JS

08:55 – 09:15

Progress in reducing disease
incidence in the South African
sugarcane industry

McFarlane Sharon
A, Zhou MM and
Rutherford RS

08:40 – 09:50

Factory Session 1: Diffusion – Hall
4C, 5B

Chair: Rainer
Talanda

08:40 – 09:00

Pressure head as a measure of
juice holdup in a cane diffuser bed
- Evaluation on a plant scale

Angel Diana, Love
DJ, Jensen PS and
Seleghim P

09:00 – 09:30

The development of a double
headshaft, moving chain
diffuser: design, installation and
performance

Jensen Paul S and
Smith L

09:15 – 09:35

A new method for assessing
sugarcane variety tolerance to
nematodes

Ramouthar
Prabashnie V,
McFarlane SA and
Rutherford RS

09:35 – 09:55

Impacts of sampling effort on
estimating abundance of the aphid
Sipha flava (Forbes) in sugarcane
in Mazabuka, Zambia

Thomas Saskia,
Conlong DE, Barton
MG, McElligott
DM, Maher G and
Terblanche JS

09:30 – 09:50

Simulation of multi-stage diffusers:
Connections among stages that
favours the system’s optimality

Barbosa Larissa
NSB, Seleghim P
and Santiago PA

09:55 – 10:30

Tea / Coffee Break

Exhibition Hall

09:50 – 10:30

Tea / Coffee Break

Exhibition Hall

10:30 – 11:35

Agriculture Session 2: Sustainable
Soil Management

Chair: Rianto van
Antwerpen

10:30 – 12:00

Factory Session 2: Rawhouse

Chair: David Love

10:30 – 10:55

Determination of residual atrazine
in soil and drain waters using GCTOF-MS

Muzira Elias W and
Mutatu W

10:30 – 11:00

The long and short of CVP tubes

Moor Bruce StC,
Raghunandhan A
and Ramaru R

10:55 – 11:15

Soil salinity management:
Questionnaire results on farmer
perceptions, knowledge levels and
practices

Jumman Ashiel,
van Heerden PS,
van Antwerpen R,
van Rensburg LD
and Adendorff M

11:00 – 11:30

C-seed purity optimisation: An
instrumentation solution to a
process problem

Maistry Natanya M
and Naidoo S

11:15 – 11:35

Assessment of trends in runoff and sediment yield from
catchments under sugarcane
production and management
practices

Otim Daniel,
Smithers J,
Senzanje A and van
Antwerpen R

11:30 – 12:00

Evaporators for large first and
second effects

Ramaru Rendani,
du Plessis N,
Moor B StC and
Rosettenstein S

11:35 – 11:40

Leg stretch

12:00 – 12:10

Leg stretch

Madho Shaun, Essop R, Visram K, Davis SB and Bhyrodeyal L

Singels Abraham, Jones MR and Lumsden TG

Lunch Break

Exhibition Hall

Joint session: Dextransformation – the Whole Picture

Chair: Adey Wynne

Raw sugar exports

Judith Wilson

SMRI

Sanet Nel / Stephen Walford

Rossburgh Central Refinery

Duran Ogle

Noodsberg Back-End Refinery

Musthakeem Kader

Sezela Raw Sugar Mill

Phindile Miya

SASRI

Derek Watt

Cane Supply Management

Anthony Edmonds

Cane Supply Management

Barry Cole

Cocktail Function

07:30 – 08:15

Exhibition Hall

11:00 – 11:25

12:30 – 13:30

Registration Foyer

Suresh Naidoo, SASTA Patron

Plenary Session

Sugarcane productivity and water use in South Africa under a future
climate: What can we expect?

Registration

Hall 4C, 5B

11:00 – 12:30

12:10 – 12:30

07:30 – 18:00

Hall 4C, 5B

Exhibition Hall
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WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST 2018 (cont)

THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST 2018 (cont)

11:40 – 12:35

Agriculture Session 3:
Ag Engineering & Irrigation

Chair: Neil Lecler

11:40 – 11:50

Estimating traffic induced sugarcane
losses for various infield cane
extraction systems

Tweddle Peter B
and Lyne PWL

11:50 – 12:10

Evaluation of different methods for
improving water application and water
use efficiency in sugarcane fields

Noori Mansour,
Bahrami R, Nikfar
D and Kahyesh I

12:10 – 12:30

Software for evaluating sugarcane
irrigation strategies during drought

12:10 – 13:00

Factory Session 3: Bio-refining

Chair: Nico Stolz

10:45 – 12:45

Agriculture Session 6: Breeding

Chair: Sanesh
Ramburan

12:10 – 12:40

S-Beat: A preliminary cost
estimation method for the
sugarcane biorefinery

Naidoo Prelene,
Lokhat D and
Stark A

10:45 – 11:05

Location and crop-year effects
on parent selection for Eldana
saccharina resistance

Lichakane Moipei
and Zhou MM

Singels A,
Paraskevopoulos
Aresti L and
Mashabela ML

12:40 – 13:00

Development of reactive
extractants for the isolation of
carboxylic acids

Marondedze
Edward T,
Martincigh BS,
Azim MM and
Stark A

11:05 – 11:25

Evaluating breeding values of
genotypes in sugarcane breeding
using Best Linear Unbiased
Prediction (BLUP)

Mbuma
Ntombokulunga W,
Zhou MM and van
der Merwe R

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch Break

Exhibition Hall

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch Break

Exhibition Hall

13:30 – 14:50

Agriculture Session 4: Economics

Chair: Kathy Hurly

14:00 – 14:40

Factory Session 4: Posters

Chair: Shaun
Madho

13:30 – 13:50

Youth in agriculture: Securing the
future of sugarcane farming in South
Africa

Dube Sinothando
and Nicholson RJ

14:00 – 14:10

Degree of freedom analysis
for steam balance monitoring
calculations

Foxon Kitty M and
Masondo LL

13:50 – 14:10

Back to basics: A decision support
tool to improve sugarcane grower
sustainability

Gillham William,
Kadwa M, Small B
and Koekemoer EB

14:10 – 14:20

Training sugar leaders: keeping the
SMRI ten-week course relevant

Govender Indiran
and Madho S

14:10 – 14:30

Typical farm models: A methodology
to benchmark sugarcane farms
locally and internationally

Nicholson Richard J,
van der Westhuizen 14:20 – 14:30
D and Gouse M

A view into the boiling behaviour of
massecuite in a pan tube

Naidu Nirvana and
Loubser RC

14:30 – 14:50

Quantifying the benefit of early season
chemical ripening at a mill-scale –
Case study of commercial sugarcane
fields in the Umzimkulu supply area

Kadwa M and Small
Brendon

14:30 – 14:40

The SMRI Factory NIRS
technology: Development,
validation and application

Walford Stephen N

14:40

End of Day 2 Factory Sessions

14:50

End of Day 2 Agricultural Sessions

15:00 – 17:00

Exhibition Open Afternoon

18:00 for 18:30

Authors Dinner (Non-authors at Leisure)

11:25 – 11:45

Phenotypic correlations among
cane quality traits measured from
unselected sugarcane breeding
family plots

Mishasha Tondani,
Zhou MM and van
der Merwe R

11:45 – 12:05

Effect of fibre content and
self-trashing traits on Eldana
saccharina Walker stalk borer
damage in sugarcane and
implications for resistance
breeding

Nxumalo Phumla D
and Zhou MM

12:05 – 12:25

Location and seasonal effects
on genotype smut (Sporisorium
scitamineum) infection levels
among irrigated sugarcane
breeding trials in South Africa

Zhou Marvellous M

12:25 – 12:35

Sugarcane in vitro germplasm
conservation

Banasiak Marzena
and Snyman SJ

12:35 – 13:00

Post-release variety testing: A key
activity to ensure commercial value
of genetic improvements

Ramburan Sanesh

Exhibition Hall

thursdAy, 16 AuGust 2018

10:45 – 12:45

Factory Session 6: Refining and
Laboratory

Chair: Steve Davis

10:45 – 11:15

Dextran – A refiner’s perspective

Moodley Mano and
Khomo N

11:15 – 11:45

After four decades: A new look at
ion-exchange resin at the Tongaat
Hulett Refinery

Moodley Mano,
Maharaj C, Khomo
N, Rajoo N,
Hardwick J and
Hardwick E

11:45 – 12:15

New technique for effluent
treatment in sulphitation sugar
factories

Mohan N and
Bajpai A

12:15 – 12:45

NIRS as a tool for improved
process monitoring

Gounden T and
Walthew D

07:30 – 14:00

Registration

Registration Foyer

07:30 – 08:30

Arrival Tea / Coffee

Exhibition Hall

13:00 – 13:45

Lunch Break

Exhibition Hall

12:45 – 13:30

Lunch Break

Exhibition Hall

08:45 – 10:20

Agriculture Session 5: Crop Nutrition
and Soil Characterisation. Hall 4D

08:45 –10:15

Factory Session 5: Boilers and
Energy Hall 4C, 5B

Chair: Warren
Lawlor

13:45 – 14:15

Agriculture Session 7: Agronomy

Chair: Kerry
Redshaw

13:30 – 14:30

Factory Session 7: Commercial

Chair: Dennis
Walthew

Laubscher R,
Engelbrecht Q and
Marais C Francois P

13:45 – 13:55

Modelling sugarcane yields and
reduced growth phenomenon
under high input conditions in
tropical Brazil

Dias Henrique B,
Inman-Bamber
G, Bermejo R and
Sentelhas, P C

13:30 – 13:45

Assessment of dust explosions in
the sugar industry with regard to
screening technology

Hendrich Stephan

Foxon Kitty M and
Starzak M

13:55 – 14:05

Genotype by region interactions of
released sugarcane varieties in the
South African sugar industry

Duma Sbongeleni
W, Ramburan S and
Hussein S

13:45 – 14:00

Industrie 4.0: Integrated solutions
for modern sugar packaging
technologies

Komitsch Jonas

Usefulness of soil apparent electrical
conductivity (ECa) as an indicator of
cane yield in plant breeding plots

Thompson Ingrid B,
van Antwerpen R, 14:00 – 14:15
Zhou MM, Mchunu
LM, Mchunu M,
Kubheka P, Jalisa
M, Makhaye A and 14:15 – 14:30
Collings K

Chair: Neil Miles

08:45 – 09:05

Potassium dynamics in the soil-plant
system and implications for fertiliser
recommendations

Elephant Dimpho
E, Miles N and
Muchaonyerwa P

08:45 – 09:15

Application of machine learning
algorithms in boiler plant root
cause analysis: A case study on
an industrial scale biomass unit
co-firing sugarcane bagasse and
furfural residue at excessive final
steam temperatures

09:05 – 09:30

Copper, iron, manganese and zinc in
soil and leaf samples from southern
and eastern African sugarcaneproducing regions

Titshall Louis
W, Miles N and
Mthumkhulu SS

09:15 – 09:45

Upgrading the utility plant module
for the generic sugar mill model

09:30 – 9:50

The magnesium status of soils
supporting sugarcane production in
central and southern Africa

Mthimkhulu
Sandile S, Miles
N, Bainbridge SH,
Manson AD and
Titshall LW

09:50 – 10:10

Using electromagnetic induction
data to estimate abrupt changes in
soil clay content with depth

van Antwerpen
Rianto, JH and
van Rensburg LD

10:10 – 10:20

Leaf nitrogen analysis and
interpretation: A preliminary
investigation into improving the
reliability of critical concentrations
through the inclusion of crop biomass

Poswa Lwazi Z and
Miles N

10:20 – 10:45
42

Tea / Coffee Break

14:05 – 14:15
09:45 – 10:15

10:15 – 10:45

Industry 4.0, Artificial intelligence
and its application in a bagassefired power plant

Du Toit Philip and
Laubscher R

Energy efficiency through coFigueiredo José P
generation and electric drives in the
and Godoy E
sugar and ethanol industry
New range of Broadbent batch
centrifuges

Rhodes John, Taylor
M and Grimwood C

14:30 – 15:15

Lucky Draw Prizes and Exhibition
Exhibition Hall
Awards

14:30 – 15:15

Lucky Draw Prizes and Exhibition
Exhibition Hall
Awards

15:15

End of Day 3 Agricultural Sessions

15:15

End of Day 3 Factory Sessions

END OF CONGRESS

Tea / Coffee Break
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Innovation is in
our DNA
thousAnds
mArCh in
PretoriA

Annette Steyn, the DA Shadow Minister for Agriculture, Jacques
Schoeman, Mpumalanga SA Canegrowers regional head, Rex
Talmage, Roy Sharma from SA Canegrowers and Hans Hackman
from the South African Sugar Association march through the streets
of Pretoria.

With our proud heritage in the sugar industry look
no further than the tried and tested Bell range for
your complete loading and haulage
requirements.

to demand sugar
Protection tariff
South African Farmers’ Development Association members gather
ahead of the recent import tariff protest in Pretoria.

Over 1 600 members from across the
spectrum of South Africa’s sugar industry
marched to the Pretoria headquarters of
the Department of Trade Industry in June
to demand import tariff protection from
dumped imports flooding into the country.
The Bell Tri-Wheeler and our automatic
transmission Haulage Tractor are enduring
symbols of our design philosophy of providing
strong, simple, reliable machines that deliver the
lowest cost per tonne.

Members of the sugar industry on the Pretoria march
hand over their memorandum demanding appropriate
tariff protection from imported sugar from the dumped
world market to Department of Trade and Industry Director
General, Lionel October.
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Matriarch’s Slew Loading cane loaders are oﬀered in
two versions, the UltECO 5 and UltECO 6. The UltECO 6
oﬀers higher productivity with 4WD and faster commuting
speed. It is ideally suited to larger estates and those practising controlled traﬃc principles.

Vice Chairman
SA Canegrowers,
Rex Talmage, left,
Dean Macpherson,
Democratic
Alliance Shadow
Minister for Trade
and Industry and
Siyabonga Madlala
who heads up the
newly formed, South
African Farmers’
Development
Association.

Bell equipment - constantly evolving, continuously improving.

Strong Reliable Machines • Strong Reliable Support

SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Tel: +27 (0)11 928 9700 • sales@bell.co.za • www.bellequipment.com

